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Conducted a GHN Seminar for Ukrainians in Krakow, Poland

Conducted “Kingdom Authority and Power” GHN Seminar for Ukrainian refugees and an American Mission team in Krakow, Poland on May 14th.

Praying and Leading Ukrainian Refugees to the Lord Jesus Christ

Pastor Avilov’s two daughters (Maria & Liza) went out with me to evangelize many Ukrainian refugees in parks and city center in Krakow and 
Warsaw, Poland. I was able to share the gospel of Jesus Christ with many refugees and led them to the Lord during this trip. It was very sad to 
hear their stories and yet, how God supernaturally provided for them to escape the war in Ukraine to Poland. I pray for their new life in Christ.



 Over 3 million Ukrainian refugees have come into Poland for the past three months. It was my great privilege and joy to minister to 
many refugees in Krakow and Warsaw, Poland from May 13 to 24. It was heart breaking to hear many sad stories from the refugees. 
As I prayed for them and led them to the Lord, they were in tears to receive Jesus Christ as their Lord and Savior. Most of them also 
asked me to pray for their husbands, brothers, uncles, and sons who have been fighting for the freedom of Ukraine. On behalf of River 
of Life Ministries, I would like to express our deepest gratitude to many faithful supporters who made it possible for me to come to 
Poland in April and May to bless the refugees. Through Maria and Liza Avilova in Krakow, RLM will be able to continuously provide 
relief funds to support the refugees in Poland and Ukraine. Please pray for my next mission trip to conduct GHN seminars for young 
leaders at one of the largest conferences in the Netherlands from July 22 to August 11. Also, I will be conducting the GHN seminars 
and revival meetings in Singapore, Cambodia, and Vietnam from Sep. 2 to 19. As you generously sow into RLM each month, we are 
able to save many lost souls, to help the Ukrainian refugees, and to disciple multitudes of indigenous leaders for His glory.

Sending Relief Goods to Bucha and Kremenchuk, Ukraine

Sending essential goods to survivors in Bucha, Ukraine Sending relief aids to the Children’s Home in Kremenchuk

Pastors Vladimir 
& Tatyana 

distributing relief 
goods to 

transitioning 
refugees and poor 

families near 
Kremenchuk, 

Ukraine.  RLM 
will continuously 

support them.

Baptized Nikkalas 
Henriksson from 
Finland at a local 

lake in Krakow on 
May 16th. He came 
to Poland to go into 
Ukraine to fight as 
a foreign fighter. 
Now, he wants to 
preach the gospel.

Preached at City of Saints Ukraine Churches in Warsaw & Lodz, Poland

Over 12 people accepted the Lord and several people were healed of their back injuries, knee pains, and a severe allergy problem.

Maria and Liza 
Avilova have 
been a great 

blessing as my 
personal 

translators in 
this trip.
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